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TomiL OF PRYSiCAL iasTmY
ZhurMnl F•,zcheekoy JQimii

T. 11u 1959 No.2

M was-Ih4 OF JTTALL COIpOSiON IN NaPC'd
SLITS AND 'CREVTr%"'q

VI. MkAEItl.5 AND SOME OF ITS

I. L. RCSFIELD, I. K. kAPSH. (Moscow)

By its electrocbhcnichl properties mwgnesium sharply differs from other

metals (1 - 3) mnd this determines its beheviour in narrow slits. The laws

established for other metals do nct describe the behaviour of magnesium ,.•ad

the study of ccrroeive and electrcchemical prcperties of magnesium and its

alloys has. therefore, a certain acientifical interest. In view of the broad

application of ma0neaium alloys in industry end especially in aviation thie

study acqu'ires n practice! importance.

H4ýaly purified ma6nesium, com:erclal =mgesium, and alloys MI - 5 en. .

MA - 8. whose contecnts are given in Table 1. were investigatedo

The method of investigetion of metal corrosion in sl'.ts was developed

previously (4). The products of corzvoion ham been taken off by 20% solution

of chrome anhydrite (with saall admixture of AgNO3 ) at 900 C in 5 - 8 minutes.

Corrosive conduat of the mgnesiun of high purity in slits is represented

grsphically in Fig. 1. 0,01 N NaCi. was a corrosive medium. The velocity of

ma6gz>-sium corrosion in narrow slits (less than 0.50 mm) is considerably higher

than in the electrolyte (curves 1. Z, 3) as it is seen in the diagram. The

character ot corrosion deductions in slits is also changing* In electrolytic

volume highly pure magnesium corrodes uniformly but in narrow slits it is
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subjected to ntrong pitted corrosion (Fig.2) The curves of relation of corrosion

velocity and the average depth of the pit with dimension of alit have the same

shape and are characterized by the presence of maximms.

Corrosion conduat of ccnercial magnaium has been studied in distilled water

and in solutions of sodium chloride O00C1; 0.01 end 0.5 N. In all cases the

velocity mzxxxd± =x-a1.--zxzx. . of mt.:nesium corrosion in narrow slits is

higher than velocity of ccrrosion in electrolyte. The curve corrosion velocity

vs alit dimensions also have a mexJ=,z at certain average value but not at min-

inuel slit. With chlorine-ion ccncentration increasing the maximum shifts to

mre vide slits.

TAM3 1

CEREKIAL CC=T; OF LNVETICATED M.A.TELUS

content %

Fe M Al Si Zn Y1gMkTER~IAL____________ ____

high pur±Iy wtngesi 0,0027 0,0001 0,0011 0.0006 0,0019 balance

cor cial (technical) .041 - 0.048 0,041 -sae

alloy MI - 5 C.014 0,05 4,80 0,68 ' I

alloy MA- 8 1,9 --

The relation between the velocity-of-CorTosion for alloy ML - 5 and the

dimension of slit and chlorine-ion concentration is very co=plex (7ig. 3) In

distilled water and in 0.01 N NeCl the velocity of alloy ML - 5 ccrroaion in

rlits narrower than 0.25 mm is longer than velocity of ccrrxeion of the same

alloy in electrolyte.
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In 0,1 N N0C1 the velocity of corrosion in narrow .jlits is lover than in

electrolyte. The peculiarity of alloy MA -8 corrosion behaviour concits tin

the fact that the velocity of corrosion in slits almost did not chAnge with time

blt the velocity of corrosion in electrolyte diminished greatly. Therefore, the

ratio of velocity in slits end electrolytes depends considerably on the duration

of our experiment. During shortlesting experiments with alloy XA-8 (up to 3

days) in 0,1 N NaCl the velocity of corrosion in slits is smaller than in

electrolytes. At longer experiments the velocity of corrosion in slits be-

comes greeter than in electrolytes. In tho = antize, the relationship between

the velocity of MA-8 alloy corrosion in slits and chlorlna-ion concentration was

about the spamm as for alloy N-5 (Fig. 3)

IThe comparative investigation of corrosion and electrQ-chenical behaviour of

those metals and alloys in eerated electrolyte and in oxygen-free electrolyte

(rotating electrode" hts been carrie.i 'n order to dete'rmine the mechani= of

magnesium llo co4.t;;'8--10 I� are given in Table 2

Figure 1 highe pyur-...y -swe.Lu- A..A 0.01 N NaCls 1. corrosiox

velocity; 2. an average depth of pits (from three maximuma) in condition where all

surface of metal is in a alit; 3. corrosion velocity in electrolyte; 4. corrosion
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'Velocity in slits at the prese.nce of contact with metel by electrolyte. The ratio

of s-wfaces is 1 1; duration of experiments - 7 days.

The study of the results permits us to conclude that the destruction of oxygen

diffusion into slits cannot contribute to the increase on velocity of corrdsion as

a result of disturbed passive stbte because in deaerated electrolytes velocity of

corrosion is lower then in aerated elictrolytea. Diminishing in velocity of pro-

ceases is due to exclusion of aorrosion on account of oxygen depolarizatdon which

to magnesium and its alloys, according to Paleolog's investigations /31, has a

cona~iderable maitude in neutral electrolytes. Of cettain interest are also the

results obtained with rotating e'ctrodes(Fig.4) During rotation of electrode, the

velocity of corros-Ion increases e0 times and potentiIly sh&Ift to the negative

400 mV. The character of corrosion aloo changea greatly. Fig. 2(not available

in paper for rep.oduction) repre.ezts the picture of Wm1eUG3ium surfaces after

corrosion in stationery e.-ctrolyte(e) and with rotating electrode(b). in the

leat tht corrosion h-sq distinctly locAl character.

Table 2

CCOR.SION VM.OCITY AIND KA.CGN'DE= OF IMAGNEItM. IPCTK',IALS LN 0,01 N NaCl. ZURATICN

CZ LD/.E'IY.ENTS: 24 HOURS "M-,I. RC'TATLW'• !:.ECTjCDE, 8 DAYS FcR 0TH• CASES

AERATED E=2C7CLYTE IHYDROGE ATOSPEFE ROTATING M.ECTRCDE

k 10- - k1 10 - k 10 -- R

gr /cm daysI E, V I, /= 2 S, V 1" /CM2 E. V

IIhigch Purety =.-nesium 13.0 -1-313 6.3 -1,39 380.0 -1,82

allc 07 MA- 8 6.9 -1-3 i36.7 -1--.33 -
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By compari-son and analysis of the data observed, the following mechanism of

alit maeesium corrosion can be offered. Megnesium, as it is known, corrodes con-

siderably even in neutral electrolytes with considerable degree of hydrogen de-

polarization. Bn±tting hydrogen, trying to escape from slits, mixes thoroughly

in the electrolyte and'the mixing in slits is longer than at metal surfaces in

electrolyte; the space for bubbles to move in the slits is limited and this

movement is complex. The intense movement of electrolyte end bubbles of H2 in

the slits prevents formation of protective film and destroys the exieting film

which stipuaetee inten-e pit corrosion.

, 0 I

Fig. 3 Dimension of Mlit
Fig. 3 Alloy ML - 5 corrosion
a) in cistilled water;
bt iA 0,01 N NaCI;
c) in. o, N NnCl;
4) in slits;
e) in electrolyte. Duration of cur experimentst - 8 days,

In electrolytes with small content of chlorine-ion the velocity of mPnsium

corrosion and. thus, the wount of eloped hydrogen, are small and therefore, the

effect of electrolyte mixing can be d~tected cnly in small slits. (Fig. 3) In

media containing higher ccncentratic:n of chlorine-ions the velocity of corrosion

and the amount of liberated hydrogen are increasing. This results, on one side,

in hydrogen and products of corrosioa are filling almost fully small slits and
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prevents corrosive media from coming in; on the other hand, more intense evol-

meat of hydrogen beings intense mixing of electrolyte in more wider slits* All

this brings the origin to maximume on the curves of metal corrosion velocity vs

alit dimension (Fig, 3b) With l (6) increased chlorine-ion concentration the

mayxi-m on these curves shifts to the region of wider sllts. At higher ion con-

centration the larx-e importance .acquires the condition of withdrawal of the pro-

ductx of corrosion and liberated hydrogen and supply of corrosive media. These

condition are less favjrmble in slits than in electrolytes. therefore, the effect

of intensified mixing of corrosive media in slits eiready does not play a de-

cidina. role and the vilocity of corrosion it slits at such concentration of

chlorine-ions is smetller than in electrolytes (Fig, 3a). The effect of chlorine-

ion concentration durlng which time the smaller velocity of corrosion in slits.

then in electrolyte_2, iq ob3rve,:. depends on many facto-si the metal ;--operties.

the velocity of electrolyte avem~nt. ter.:perature.etc.,

7Verefor-, the -trone corro&Ive distruction cf =znaxilum z slits , is due

to the work of microele- Lts and chaieges in vtlocity of electrodes reacting on

alalaaisxt micrcelectrcodea. Microelemer:ts, which cen oriipinate from the con-

tact of tho metbl in slits with the metal of electrol-tes, are ot responsible

for such destructions. On the contrary, the presence cf such contact in the ctse

of mAgneeium. results in definite electrochemical protection of metal in narrow

&lite as the metal in slits is a cethod of inalz macroelement. (Figl. CurTe 4)

The alloys YZ,- 5 end MA - 8 in o,I N NCIl at the preserce of metal surface out-

side of tho slits are subjected In in slits to more intense coreosion due to the

work of microelements, whose anode is a metal in the alit.

tse origin of microelements is ei. Jained nct only by sharp velocity of mixing

of electrolytes in slits and around the srurface of metal in electrolyte, but a&sc
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in changes in character of corrosive media. The corrosive media in narrov slits is

qtickldy satiated with products of corrosion /Y(CH)-•/ and they establish pH de-

termined by product of solubility of these products of corrosion. Our measiure-

ment samd1 showed pH wqual to 10 0 - 10.2.

Magneaium potential refines with increased alka-linity and, therefore, part

of the mAterial in the slit becomes cathode. The opposite tendency is observed

smuiltaneouAly. Due to intense mixing of electrolytes by the bubbles of hydrcgen

the interruption in the continuity of protective films occurs, the mz-+,m ma.E-

nesium pcteztial btcoe=s lesa refined. which brinos to origin the macrcelemente,

whose anode is a metal in the slits. HoweTer, differ3nces of potentiala, created

in both cases, is veiy iaaignificaLt and the curreLt of elements is small and

unstable with the tizwýe. Therefore, the influence of macrceltzents in the slits

magnesium coreosaon is not too evident.

CONCLUZLI0SZ

I* 'be Coron alcn vsrlctt of .6De and its alloys in narrow slits were

studied. It was st.own thpit in the majority of cases these metals are sub-

jected to _owater corrosion in slits then in electrolytes., Ccrroslon in

slits acquires mere preeminent local cbaracter.'b'•e dependence Ivelocity of

corrosion on the dimenaion of slits is described by co-plicated cu-ves char-

acterized by the prese.nce of maxims at certain valuelof the width of the slit*

2. Intensified, . and its alloys is "a notJ%* . r-••ion- eaz

-of .oxyge6 diffusion but chiefly ixn ectoyeb t bbbles of /

4-he movements of bubbles preventreej~formation of protective

films arid. destruction of existing one., Hence, the strong corrosive de-

struction of magnesium in slits is due tc the work of microelements and the

changes in character of their work. The part plLed b•rmacroelements in
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developement of alit a-gneaiu and its alloys corrosion, contrary to pre-

viously investigAted C990e of Slit corrosion, is negligible due to their

small effectiveness.
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